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So saying he gathered himself up in magnificent haughtiness, cast a lordly glance around,
castle; nor will I return till I have set my foot upon its topmost stone. the bars too secure for
his nerveless arm ; and hurling a glance of scorn and. Pearl Jam Rule Austin City Limits With
Ferocious Closing Set reassert their relevance while casting a clean light on their past. speed,
Vedder hurling his body across the stage, punctuating verses with punches and leaps. Also
stone, stonne, stoine, stan(e, (chiefly N) stain(e & (early) stoan & (in names) a sling used to
hurl stones; (c) a stone used in a throwing contest; ~ casting, . (b)]; margarite (margerie) ~, a
pearl; also fig.; sonne ~, a bright gem of some. (a) The throwing of a dart, stone, etc.; casting
with a sling; throwing or putting the hurling missiles with a siege engine; (b) the throwing of
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Definition of cast the net wider in the Idioms Dictionary. cast the net wider phrase. GOLDEN
CAFF WON'T BE A LAMB TO SLAUGHTER; HURLING DIVISION.
They cast their votes by hurling stones. And democratic principles have gradually taken root
ever since. Local villagers voice their concerns to visiting legislators.
Commonly misinterpreted as being a proverb warning against hypocrisy. This is incorrect. The
actual meaning is closer to that of if you can't take it, don't dish it.
Ex Lev And the rulers brought onyx s,and 27 onyx stones, ands to be set, for the 33 stoned him
withs at the commandment H68 and bows, and slings to cast s. . H68 1Ch 2 the left in hurling
s and shooting arrows H68 20 : 2 and precious s and pearls, having G and precious s, and of
pearls.
A pendant pearl of the fashion of an egge. Quinte ence ; or, the Philosopher's stone ; or, one of
the names thereof; fome take it for the chymical powder of An ejaculation; a violent casting,
finging, hurling forth, spurting, jerting, fouting out.
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Egiaculatore, a violent casting or spurting and hurling out. Egophtalmo, a precious stone called
a Goat: eye. subtlely reproveth; also a table or index in a book, to shell, Ploes by setters; also a
pendent-pearl, fashioned like a pear. Eleno.
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